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Blubber and Boats
Rick Hoare

Looking back, I think the idea must have come from an article by Bill Tilman
about climbing in Greenland. It was during his 'Mischief era, and the way he
described the ease of simply sailing up a fjord and climbing a peak of his choice
fired my imagination. It all sounded so easy; a sort ofclimb by numbers from the
comfort of your home. I realised that the peaks themselves, and indeed the
logistics ofgetting to their bases as well, were even in this post-world-exploratory
period far from being a pushover, but still, they offered what might honestly be
described as a good mountain-to-cost ratio, and nothing short of the real thing
would do. Mind you, we were hardly in the 'Mischief class; funds were severely
limited, and after a season in the fjords ofsou~hernGreenland (A) 80 (1975) p203)
the best I could put together was a pair of inflatable dinghies and a brace of25 hp
motors to match. But, having thus solved the logistic problem at a stroke, I
turned my attention to the ever tricky question ofa team. My wife Phillipa was a
good start; she organised the best expedition food seen on planet Earth, not to
mention her mountaineering abilities. But for the serious stuff, we needed a
couple ofsnow and ice men: and when you speak ofsnow and ice, you speak only
of New Zealanders or Scotsmen. Stu Alien, Steve Dawson and Rob Rowlands all
hailed from the land ofCaptain Cook and had hacked some ice in their time. The
party was rounded offwith Simonne Stratford, nurse and linguist (Greenland is a
Danish province) andJo Straker, lady climber extraordinary.

Thus, as the munificent seven we flew into Kulusuk on the E coast ofGreenland
on II July 1975, and having caught the helicopter to the nearby town of
Angmagssalik (which, we were unreliably informed, means 'the place of the little
sardines'), we collected the crates ofgear which had been shipped ahead. Having
inflated the two boats we floated them, lightly as a lily, upon the arctic water.
However, once half a ton of edibles, private gear and fuel cans had been stowed
aboard, the situation looked more down to earth, and we sailed out of the bay
loaded to the gunwales, although with precious little cedarwood or sweet white
wme.

Angmagssalik fjord appeared full of pack ice, but with a lot of luck and a
ha'penny worth ofseamanship we found a clear lead through the assembled floes,
and two days later reached the head ofTasissarssik fjord and made camp on the
E shore. The situation was imposing and the Trillingerne Towers with the
impressive Turret Ridge in front of them beckoned us into the Caledonian Alps in
the footsteps ofGribbon's party a decade before. A food dump was established on
a glacier some distance inland and from there the male contingent went climbing.
To our surprise we discovered several beacons atop various peaks which had no
right to be there and sadly concluded that our research at the Scon Polar
Research Institute in Cambridge had been less thorough than we had supposed.

A week of bad weather forced us down to the wet squalor of base camp where
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we found that the mess tent had collapsed, flooding the food boxes, and the
fishing tackle had mysteriously flapped its way into the climbing gear so that we
were removing spinners from crampons for weeks afterwards. In addition, our
working supply of seven active primus stoves had been reduced to one due to

blown valves, lack ofprickers and 'servicing' by frustrat-ed engineers in wet tents
during long hours ofenforced boredom. The trip was beginning to look decidedly
shambolic; but at that crucial moment, the sun broke through the cloud banks
after being absent since the day of our arrival, and taking this as a favourable
omen from the Ref in the Sky, we packed our somewhat reduced piles of
equipment into the dinghies and sailed south with the morning tide.
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Our plan was now to cross west into Sermilik fjord and hence travel north to
the mysterious Schweizerland Mountains. We had glimpsed Sermilik on our
arrival from the windows of the DC6, and it had looked somewhat cluttered with
excess ice. However, we had every hope that the storms of the past fortnight
would have cleared a way, so to speak, to the mountains within, and so with high
hearts and cold feet we chugged down Angmagssalik fjord, into Ikerasagssuaq
and as the sun dipped over the ice cap to the north west for an hour's break, we
pottered up the golden calm of a midnight fjord while the sky above glowed a
twilight ivory. It was a long 24 hours of travel.

Where Ikerasagssuaq opens into Sermilik we discovered that, unfortunately,
the storms had done little to clear the fjord; in fact, the reverse seemed to
have happened. After a discussion, we turned back into the clear waters of
Ikerasagssuaq fjord and camped on the N side, at the foot ofa valley surrounded
by impressive peaks. It turned out to be a good spot, with a multitude ofwild life;
plovers, buntings, ptarmigan and gulls were apparent, while the camp was

.stealthily raided every evening by a tiny vixen with two even tinier cubs at foot.
She seemed to develop a remarkable palate for home-made fudge, although
locally collected mussels and green salad also seemed to vanish with remarkable
speed.

The new area olTered some truly superb peaks of excellent granite and during
our remaining ten days we climbed some long routes. The happy situation of not
having to make ~lpine starts to maximise the hours of daylight seemed to suit
everybody with the exception of the vixen who took a dim view ofour nocturnal
activities at a time which she deemed it safest to carry out her raids on the grub
boxes.
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The weather stayed fair, so that while climbing we regularly looked across the
dividing miles into Sermilik fjord and as ever wished that we could reach its
N end. But the ice showed no sign of thinning. However, to test the situation at
close quarters, four of us set out early one morning with two days offood, hoping
to force a way through with one of the dinghies. In Sermilik we encountered
mammoth bergs of every size and shape, but it was the brash ice which slowed
our speed to a mere 2 mph. Bumping along, we succeeded only in putting a large
hole in one of the tanks, and were consequently forced to retreat due to ever
increasing drift ice and a careless oversight which had resulted in us setting off
without either a repair kit for the boat or spare shear pins for the outboard motor.

Our time had run out, and with regret we launched the now lightly laden
dinghies for the last time on 5 August in the early hours of the morning. A five
hour journey brought us to Kulusuk and the airstrip, where, over the ensuing two
days, we slowly re-abs~rbed the harsher realities of the 20th Century in the form
of transistor radios, overheated houses and the curse of the Arctic, litter. Thus we
came, and thus we departed; but the fjords with their dazzlingly white floes and
the brown and snowy peaks which surround them were visible long after the town
had fallen away behind the aeroplane's wing.

ROUTES CLIMBED

( I) Pk 1306 by the W face, 300m, V +, Alien & Dawson, 18/19July.
(2) Pk 1306 by snow couloir to SW, traverse ofthe ridge S to N, I I, Rowlands &

Hoare, 18July.
(3) Pk 1406 (named 'Panther' by Scottish '63 Expedition), up SW ridge, down

N ridge, ll, Rowlands & Hoare, 19July.
(4) Pk 1500 (not marked on 1:50000 series), up snow couloir to SE ridge, down

snow couloir to NW, Ill, Dawson & Alien, 21 July.
(5) Pk 1550 (marked as 1600m on l:250 000 series), via S ridge, Ill, Hoare &

Rowlands, 21 July.
(6) Pk 1295, up SW ridge, down SE ridge, ll' Dawson, Stratford, Rowlands,

Hoares,28July.
(7) Pk 1200, up W ridge, 300m, Ill, down S ridge, Straker & Alien.
(8)* Pk l200, (the Dru), up snow couloir to S ridge, ll, then up S ridge, 90m V,

down N ridge, Alien, Straker, Rowlands, 26/27 July.
(9)* Pk 1150 (Neriniartuaraq, or Big N), via the S ridge & SW face, 360m

V+, down W ridge, Alien, Dawson, Hoare, 29July.
(10)* Pk 1100, via its E ridge (approaching from N), n, Stratford, Hoares,

I August.
(11) Pk 1150 (Big Nl, via E face, 180m V. AlIen, Straker, Rowlands, 3 August.
(12)* Pk 1438, up W ridge, HI, down SW snowheld, kowiands &. Straker, 31July.

* First ascent.
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